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The form of political polarization where citizens develop strongly neg-
ative attitudes towards out-party members and policies has become
increasingly prominent across many democracies. Economic hard-
ship and social inequality, as well as inter-group and racial conflict,
have been identified as important contributing factors to this phe-
nomenon known as “affective polarization.” Research shows that
partisan animosities are exacerbated when these interests and iden-
tities become aligned with existing party cleavages. In this paper we
use a model of cultural evolution to study how these forces combine
to generate and maintain affective political polarization. We show
that economic events can drive both affective polarization and the
sorting of group identities along party lines, which in turn can mag-
nify the effects of underlying inequality between those groups. But
on a more optimistic note, we show that sufficiently high levels of
wealth redistribution through the provision of public goods can coun-
teract this feedback and limit the rise of polarization. We test some
of our key theoretical predictions using survey data on inter-group
polarization, sorting of racial groups and affective polarization in the
United States over the past 50 years.
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The political polarization of citizens is increasingly a con-1

cern throughout the world, as populist movements chal-2

lenge mainstream parties in efforts to disrupt established in-3

stitutions and democratic norms (1). Such trends have been4

especially manifest in the United States, where they have cul-5

minated in political violence such as of the Unite the Right6

rally at Charlottesville and the storming of the Capitol during7

the certification of the 2020 presidential election (2) (see also8

(3)).9

There has been extensive debate about the nature and10

causes of mass polarization. The earliest work, focused on11

the distributions of voter policy preferences, cast considerable12

doubt as to whether mass polarization was an important13

phenomenon at all. That work continues to show that the14

public’s attitudes on policy issues have remained stable and15

centrist over many decades (4) (but see (5). This debate is16

reviewed in (6)).17

However, two other important facets of mass polarization18

have been rising. The first is the process of partisan sorting,19

where the policy preferences and group identities of a voter20

better align with their partisan attachments (7–9). The second21

is affective polarization, whereby individuals develop negative22

attitudes and behaviors towards members of the opposing23

party (10, 11).24

Sorting and affective polarization appear to be strongly25

related to increasing inter-group conflict. The growth of inter-26

group antagonism has been shown to have multiple contribut- 27

ing factors, including economic adversity, racial animus and a 28

range of other socio-economic factors (12–19). Recent work 29

focusing on the cultural evolution of polarization along identity 30

group lines (20) has shown that a rise in economic adversity 31

or inequality can cause polarized behavioral strategies to take 32

hold and become entrenched in a population, even when the 33

adverse conditions that stimulated it are reversed (21). 34

Despite the important link between partisan sorting and 35

inter-group conflict, there have been few analytical efforts to 36

examine the joint dynamics of these processes. So in this paper, 37

we generalize the framework of Stewart et al. (20) to study 38

the cultural evolution of group polarization and party sorting. 39

In this model, out-group economic interactions are assumed to 40

be more beneficial but more risky than in-group interactions 41

(22–26); and adverse economic environments are assumed to 42

favor risk aversion. We show that when agents attend to both 43

group and partisan identities in choosing interaction partners 44

this stimulates both the evolution of behavioral strategies that 45

polarize along party lines as well as the sorting of group iden- 46

tities along party lines. These behaviors evolve in response to 47

shifts in the economic environment and underlying inequality. 48

Efforts to mitigate risk aversion in disadvantaged groups 49

via wealth redistribution, in the form of public goods, has the 50

potential to counteract feedback loops that induce polarization. 51

Significance Statement

Populist movements have begun to challenge mainstream polit-
ical parties, disrupt established norms, and engage in violence
against democratic institutions. The movements are fueled by
significant support from ordinary citizens who have become
increasingly politically polarized. We show that risk-averse atti-
tudes towards other identity groups can transform into affective
polarization between supporters of different political parties,
through a process of cultural evolution. The economic factors
that drive risk aversion can also magnify the effects of unequal
wealth, creating a dangerous feedback loop between polariza-
tion and inequality. However, redistribution via public goods
that reduces inequality can both prevent the onset of political
polarization and make it easier for coordinated efforts to reverse
entrenched polarized attitudes.
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Parameter Meaning Default value

In-group benefit 1
Out-group benefit 2
In-group success probability 1
Out-group success probability 0.6
Baseline environment 0.5
Utility function slope [10,0.02]
Public good multiplication factor 1
Redistribution rate 0.5
Inequality 0.01
Taxation loss 0
Sorting 1
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Fig. 1. Model of social interaction and identity. A focal individual (black)
engages in beneficial economic interactions. a) I. He first chooses a target
for interaction (see Table 1). In general this decision may be based on both
party and group identity. II. The chosen target may then agree to engage or
not, based on the identity of the focal individual. III. If the pair interacts, the
interaction is successful with probability qI if they share the same identity
group, or qO if they belong to different identity groups. IV. The benefit of a
successful interaction is translated into a level of utility that depends on the
underlying economic environment (denoted “wealth”) experienced by the
focal individual. Depending on that environment, the agent’s utility function
may be risk-neutral (grey region), risk-averse (red region) or risk-tolerant
(blue region), as described in Eq. 2. b) The table shows default parameters
for our analysis, although we vary these systematically in the SI and show
that our results are robust to parameter choice.

And yet, we show that low levels of redistribution can actually52

magnify underlying inequality and entrench polarization. But53

more optimistically, we also find that sufficiently high levels54

of redistribution can indeed reduce the impact of inequality55

and even prevent the emergence of polarization.56

Results57

To study the cultural evolution of mass political polarization,58

we generalize a model previously developed to study inter-59

group polarization and economic interactions (20).60

In this model we assume that a large population of indi-61

viduals is comprised of two distinct identity groups. These62

identities are assumed fixed, and thus correspond to a fixed63

feature of identity such as race, religious heritage, or socio-64

economic background. Although such identities are fixed in65

the model, the salience of the identity, and therefore its impact66

on behavior varies.67

We assume that members of the population choose to inter- 68

act with one another, using a one-dimensional strategy p, that 69

describes the probability of choosing an in-group member for 70

an economic interaction, whereas the probability of choosing 71

an out-group member is 1 − p (Figure 1 and Table 1). A large 72

literature documents the prevalence of economic discrimina- 73

tion on the basis of group identities. For a recent review and 74

critique, see (27). That difference in partisan identifications 75

can lead to economic discrimination is consistent with the 76

experimental findings in (28, 29). 77

We assume that out-group interactions are more risky than 78

in-group interactions. In particular, an in-group interaction 79

has success probability qI , while an out-group interaction 80

has success probability qO < qI . Successful in-group inter- 81

actions generate benefit BI , whereas out-group interactions 82

generate benefit BO, such that the expected benefit of out- 83

group interactions exceeds that of in-group interactions – i.e. 84

qIBI < qOBO. 85

This asymmetry, in which out-group interactions gen- 86

erate greater potential benefits than in-group interactions 87

(BO > BI) may reflect the benefits of cultural or ideologi- 88

cal diversity on the quality of joint enterprise, as seen for 89

example in the quality of Wikipedia articles produced by an 90

ideologically diverse team (26). These asymmetries may also 91

be motivated by the expansion of economic gains and opportu- 92

nities associated with the expansion of markets when groups 93

are willing to trade and work with one another (30). 94

Finally, we assume that the state of the underlying eco- 95

nomic environment, θ, determines the risk profile experienced 96

by individuals as the benefits of their social interactions are 97

translated into utility. The expected utility for a player i is 98

given by 99

wi = piqIF (BI + θ) + pi(1 − qI)F (θ) + 100

(1 − pi)(1 − p̄O)qOF (BO + θ) + 101

(1 − pi)(p̄OqO + (1 − qO))F (θ) [1] 102

103

where p̄O is the average strategy among out-group members. 104

We have assumed that out-group interactions are only possible 105

if both players are willing to interact with out-group members, 106

whereas in-group interactions are always available (see Table 1 107

below and Methods). The function F defines an individual’s 108

utility as a function of material payoff x and has the form 109

F (x) = exp[hx]
1 + exp[hx] (1 + ax). [2] 110

111

Here h controls the steepness of the non-linear sigmoid com- 112

ponent of the curve and a controls the gradient of the linear 113

component of the curve. This modified ‘S’ shaped utility 114

function allows us to capture changes to risk aversion experi- 115

enced by individuals as a function of the underlying economic 116

environment, θ. Assuming a � 1, the utility function F is 117

maximally concave (risk-averse) when hx ≈ ln
[√

3+1√
3−1

]
, and is 118

maximally convex (risk-tolerant) when hx ≈ ln
[√

3−1√
3+1

]
, and 119

it becomes linear (risk neutral) when x � 0. 120

Intuitively our utility function implies there is risk-aversion 121

when the underlying economic environment parameter θ is 122

small but positive. In this regime, which may be thought of 123

as analogous to a risk profile of an individual close to poverty, 124
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failures of economic interactions result in very sharp declines125

in utility – and so in-group interactions are preferable to the126

more risky out-group interactions. But when the underlying127

economic environment is very good (θ � 0), risk aversion128

declines and out-group interactions, which have greater ex-129

pected returns, are preferable. Finally when the underlying130

environment is so bad (θ < 0) that a successful economic131

interaction produces a sharp increase in utility, then risky132

out-group interactions become strongly preferred.133

A version of this model of inter-group interaction has al-134

ready shown (20) that both high polarization (p = 1) and low135

polarization (p = 0) are stable outcomes when the economic136

environment is strong; but only high-polarization is stable137

as risk aversion increases. As a result, populations tend to138

become polarized when the underlying economic environment139

exogenously declines, and they remain polarized even if the140

economic environment subsequently improves.141

We now generalize the framework to study mass political142

polarization, in which individuals have a fixed group identity143

and a sticky, but more malleable, partisan identity. We144

study how polarization along party lines can emerge as a145

consequence of risk aversion, as well as the extent to which146

group identities sort along party lines. We further allow147

for feedback between individual economic interactions and148

the overall state of the economic environment. Thus, the149

environmental dynamic is not exogenous, but rather coupled150

to partisan identification and individual decisions about151

economic interactions. This coupling leads to a runaway152

process that accelerates the rise of polarization and also153

exacerbates economic inequality through its impact on154

inter-group interactions.155

156

Model of party identity and social decisions: In157

order to generalize the model outlined above and to capture158

the dynamics of mass political polarization, we assume that159

the population is composed of two identity groups and two160

political parties. Each individual has both a group identity161

and a party identity. In general we assume an individual’s162

partisan identity can change while their group identity163

is fixed. While this is a reasonable assumption for many164

group identities, others such as religion and ethnicity may165

switch to match one’s partisanship (31, 32). On the flip side,166

partisanship in the U.S. has been shown to be quite stable at167

the individual level except in exceptional circumstances such168

as the realignment of white southerners following Civil Rights169

(33). But we can interpret party switching in our model as170

driven by generational change. The risks and benefits of171

economic interactions between individuals vary by group172

identity, but we assume that they are independent of party173

identity.174

We now consider two additional decision processes beyond175

that described above. In these versions, an individual’s strat-176

egy p depends both on party and group identity. First, we177

describe a case in which the decision to interact with another178

player depends on their party identity alone, and second we179

consider a case in which both group identity and party identity180

are salient to interaction choices. Importantly, we assume that181

differences across these models are due to differences in the182

saliences of group and party identification, not the ability of183

agents to observe group or party identification. Future work184

may consider the case where partisanship must be inferred185

Same group, same party Same group, other party Other group, same party Other group, other party
Probability of i choosing 
interaction
Probability of j agreeing 
to interaction
Probability of interaction 
success
Benefit from successful 
interaction
Probability of i choosing 
interaction
Probability of j agreeing 
to interaction
Probability of interaction 
success
Benefit from successful 
interaction
Probability of i choosing 
interaction
Probability of j agreeing 
to interaction
Probability of interaction 
success
Benefit from successful 
interaction

Interaction type

Only Group

Only Party

Group OR 
Party

Table 1: Summary of decision processes. We consider three decision
processes for a focal individual i choosing an economic interaction. For
each decision process, there is a probability of interaction given the identity
of a potential target, and a probability of a target j consenting to interaction.
If an interaction takes place, the probability of success, and the benefit
generated, depend on the identity groups of the pair.

from group identity, or vice versa. 186

Table 1 summarizes the parameters and interaction proba- 187

bilities in all three cases. A detailed description of the math- 188

ematical model is given in the Methods section below, and 189

further details of its analysis can be found in the SI. 190

The key differences between the various decision processes 191

summarized in Table 1 involve different probabilities that a 192

player chooses a particular type of interaction, and different 193

probabilities of that interaction being accepted by the other 194

agent. When group identity alone is salient to choice of in- 195

teraction partners, then out-group members may reject an 196

interaction. When only party identity is salient, then out- 197

party members may reject an interaction. When both group 198

identity and party identity are salient, either an out-group or 199

an out-party member may reject an interaction. 200

We show that for all three decision processes the dynamics 201

of cultural evolution lead to bi-stability when the underlying 202

economic environment makes individuals risk-neutral or risk- 203

tolerant, with both a high-polarization and a low-polarization 204

equilibrium as stable outcomes, and that this bistability 205

is robust to the choice of parameters (see SI). However, if 206

the environment becomes sufficiently risk-averse, only the 207

high-polarization equilibrium is stable. Thus a population 208

faced with a sufficiently risk-averse environment moves 209

towards a state of high polarization and remains there, even 210

if the underlying environment subsequently improves and risk 211

aversion declines (20). We explore the consequences of these 212

dynamics for sorting of identity groups along party lines, and 213

in the presence of redistribution via public goods. 214

215

Sorting: In general, political parties and identity groups 216

may be different in size. However, we make the simplifying 217

assumption that both groups and parties are equal in size. 218

If we denote the proportion of group 1 in party 1 as x1 and 219

the proportion of group 2 in party 2 as x2, the assumption of 220

equal sized groups and parties and groups means x1 = x2 = x. 221

Under this assumption we can define the degree of sorting of 222

identity groups along partisan lines via the simple expression 223

χ = 2x− 1 [3] 224

225

such that χ = 0 corresponds to identity groups distributed 226
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Fig. 2. Polarization and sorting. Phase portraits illustrate the dynamics
of polarization p and degree of sorting χ under our model of economic
interactions and party switching, with fixed identity groups. Arrows indicate
the average selection gradient experienced by a local mutant against
a monomorphic background (see Methods). Red dots indicate stable
equilibria. (left) When the decision process for social interactions considers
group or party identity, both high and low polarization states are stable, but
sorting is always high |χ| = 1. (center) However, when the environment
is risk-averse, only high polarization and high sorting are stable. (right)
And finally when the environment is risk neutral, the system returns to
bistable polarization with high sorting. These plots show dynamics for
BI = 1, BO = 2, qI = 1.0, qO = 0.6, h = 10 and a = 0.02. The phase
portraits here show the selection gradient experienced by a monomorphic
population in which parties and groups are of equal size. Dynamics under
alternate decision processes (Table 1) and different parameter choices are
shown in the SI.

equally among the parties, while χ = 1 corresponds to party 1227

perfectly aligned with group 1 and χ = −1 corresponds to228

party 2 perfectly aligned with group 1.229

230

Inequality and redistribution: In our model, suc-231

cessful economic interactions not only benefit the pair of232

interacting individuals, but they also generate a contribution233

to a public good that benefits the population at large. To234

capture this public goods provision we assume that the235

current economic environment θ is a linear function of the236

benefits generated by successful interactions:237

θ = α(1 − γα)rB̄ − θ0 [4]238

239

where α is the tax rate on wealth, γ captures the deadweight240

loss due to taxation, r is the benefit multiplication factor of241

the public good, and θ0 is the baseline economic environment242

when no economic interactions occur. Here B̄ denotes the av-243

erage benefit from economic interactions across the population.244

The “after tax” payoff received by an individual who generates245

benefit B from economic interactions is thus (1 − α)B + θ.246

This model is motivated by political economic models of lin-247

ear taxation (34). The consequences of alternative forms of248

taxation and public goods production offer a natural direction249

for future work.250

Redistribution of public goods is particularly important251

in the presence of pre-existing wealth inequality. A large252

body of empirical and theoretical work has demonstrated253

that inequality and polarization correlate and are likely254

causally linked (35, 36). To capture the effects of pre-existing255

inequality we assume that one identity group receives256

benefits from social interactions scaled by a factor 2βB while257

the other group receives 2(1 − β)B. Thus when β = 0.5258

there is no baseline inequality, whereas when β = 0.01 the259

wealthier group is around 100 times better off as a result260

of economic interactions than the poorer group, reflecting261

for example higher-paying jobs or the ability to invest their 262

gains. Alternatively, the wealthier group can be modelled as 263

experiencing a better baseline economic environment as in (20). 264

265

Joint dynamics of sorting and polarized attitudes: We 266

first consider the interdependence of sorting and polarization. 267

We keep party size fixed such that a small change in x can be 268

thought of as two members of different identity groups and 269

parties swapping parties. We explore this interdependence for 270

both decision processes that account for group and party and 271

those that account for party alone. 272

We find that for both types of decision processes, low 273

polarization favors high sorting – so that people change parties 274

until parties are aligned with identity group. This is in contrast 275

to a decision process that takes account only of group identity, 276

where sorting has no effect on utility and therefore does not 277

tend to evolve (see SI). Under the mixed scenario, in which 278

interaction strategies attend to both group and party identity, 279

high sorting evolves in all environments (Figure 2). And so 280

the model predicts, in general, that a shift from individuals 281

paying attention to only group identity, to individuals also 282

paying attention to party identity, will lead to sorting. 283

For interaction strategies that account only for party 284

identity, however, high polarization favors low sorting (Figure 285

S2) when the environment does not induce risk aversion. This 286

arises because, when players focus only on party identity and 287

only interact with their own party, expected payoffs can be 288

maximized by making the parties well mixed with respect to 289

identity group, without any risk of failed interactions due to 290

out-group members refusing to participate in an interaction 291

(Table 1). However when group identity is visible and salient 292

for interactions, this is not possible. 293

294

Identity group structure: We explored the coevolu- 295

tion of sorting and affective polarization as a function of the 296

size and number of identity groups (see SI section 3). We 297

find that, when there is pressure to keep parties of equal 298

size, sorting evolves alongside polarization (Figure S9). We 299

also explored the impact of group size and structure on the 300

evolution of polarization and sorting (SI section 3). We find 301

that as the number of identity groups increases, the degree 302

of polarization and sorting declines, because interacting 303

exclusively with an in-group becomes increasingly difficult 304

(Figure S10). We also find that when one there are two 305

identity group of different sizes the larger identity group 306

becomes less sorted than the smaller group (Figure S11). 307

Finally, we explored the effect of having one large identity 308

group and multiple smaller identity groups. Under this 309

scenario we find that sorting and polarization remain high, 310

with one party becoming heterogeneous (i.e. made up of 311

many small identity groups) and the other remaining largely 312

homogeneous (Figure S11). 313

314

Attention to party: So far we have described the 315

evolution of affective polarization when people pay attention 316

to both group and party identity, and when people pay 317

attention to group identity alone. Next we considered the 318

effects of varying attention to party identity on the dynamics 319

of sorting and polarization (SI section S3). We find that, 320

whereas polarization in response to risk aversion evolves 321

regardless of the degree of attention paid to party identity, 322
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Fig. 3. Increasing salience of party identity in the United States. We
looked of in-group favorability (left column) and affective polarization (center
column) among white, black and Hispanic respondents in ANES data at
each presidential election over past decades. While in-group favorability
towards racial in-group versus racial out-group declines over time among
(a) white (p < 0.01, t = 7.3) and (d) black (p < 0.01, t = 3.5)
respondents, there is no significant change among Hispanic respondents
(g). Affective polarization increases among white (b) (p < 0.01, t = 8.2),
black (e) (p = 0.016, t = 3.1) and Hispanic (h) (p = 0.021, t = 2.9)
respondents indicating a relative decline in the salience of racial identity
and an increase in party identity among both the white and the black
groups, and a correspondingly weaker change among the Hispanic group.
Sorting of racial groups along party lines has increased among white (c)
(p < 0.01, t = 3.7) and black (f) (p < 0.01, t = 4.7) respondents,
but shows a much weaker change among Hispanic respondents (i) (p =
0.047, t = 2.2). Sorting is measured by the variance in party preference
explained by racial identity.

sorting increases rapidly with attention to party identity323

(Figure S9), suggesting a feedback loop in which increasingly324

salient party identities lead to sorting, which further increases325

the salience of party identity.326

327

Race, party and sorting: Our model predicts that328

individuals who take into account both group and party329

identity when making economic decisions will tend to evolve330

to a state in which group and party identity align. To examine331

this theoretical prediction we looked at the salience of racial332

identity, party identity, and sorting of people identifying as333

white, black or Hispanic in US presidential elections between334

1964 and 2016. Using American National Election Survey335

(ANES) data we calculated the affective polarization and336

in-group favorability towards own racial group versus people337

from other racial groups, as well as the degree of sorting,338

measured by the variance in party preference explained by339

racial identity (Figure 3 and SI) (37).340

We find that the salience of racial identity (measured by341

the in-group favorability among respondents) has declined342

over time among white and black respondents, and remained343

stable among Hispanic respondents. At the same time344

the salience of party has increased (measured by affective345

polarization among white respondents) among all groups, with346

the most significant effect among white and black respondents. 347

A corresponding increase is also seen in the degree of sorting 348

among white and black respondents, with Hispanic sorting 349

showing only a slight increase. This suggests a shift in which 350

individuals pay relatively greater attention to party identity 351

over time, and also become more sorted with respect to racial 352

identity. This pattern is consistent the predictions of our 353

model (Figure 2) – namely, that as attention is increasingly 354

paid to party, this will induce sorting of group identities along 355

party lines. 356

357

Redistribution, inequality and polarization: Ac- 358

cording to our model increased polarization arises as a result 359

of risk aversion in a poor economic environment. In general, 360

however, different identity groups may experience different 361

economic environments. In particular, when there is inequality 362

such that some groups possess less wealth than others, they 363

are more likely to be risk-averse and thus become polarized. 364

Such inequality can lead to the evolution of polarization in 365

the whole population (20). However, redistribution via public 366

goods can reduce inequality, and might improve the overall 367

economic environment. 368

We use Monte Carlo simulations to explore the impact of 369

such redistribution on the dynamics of mass polarization in 370

the presence of inequality. In particular we focus on situations 371

in which the range of θ (Eq. 4) encompasses different economic 372

environments, ranging from risk-neutral through risk-averse 373

and risk-tolerant. 374

Figure 4 shows the effect of redistribution and inequality on 375

the dynamics of polarization. We see that sufficient redistribu- 376

tion can reduce both inequality and polarization, although a 377

high degree of redistribution is required to prevent polarization. 378

This effect holds when public goods are purely redistributive 379

(r = 1 in Eq. 4), and when public goods increase the overall 380

wealth of the population (r > 1) (Figure S13). When taxation 381

produces a deadweight loss (γ > 0, Eq. 4), it becomes harder 382

to reduce polarization via redistribution (Figure S3). 383

Although sufficient redistribution can reduce inequality and 384

polarization, it is also important to note that the effect of 385

feedback between individual economic interactions and the 386

overall economic environment that arises as a result of redistri- 387

bution can facilitate the evolution of polarization compared to 388

a high quality stable environment (i.e fixed θ – Figure 4c) in 389

which polarization does not evolve. Thus introducing feedback 390

between individual interactions and the environment through 391

low or intermediate levels of redistribution can make things 392

worse, by both failing to reduce inequality and facilitating the 393

evolution of polarization (Figure 4 c-d). 394

We exogenously varied the amount of sorting, χ. Sorting 395

tends to increase polarization, but it can have complex effects 396

on levels of inequality and population average utility. This is 397

because intermediate levels of polarization tend to result in 398

lower levels of utility. Where reducing sorting can also reduce 399

polarization to low levels, it has a beneficial effect in reducing 400

inequality and increasing population average utility (see SI). 401

402

Inequality reduces average utility: We also explored 403

the impact of inequality on population average utility. In 404

general, underlying inequality resulting from lower income 405

from economic interactions, tends to reduce the population 406

average utility compared to the case where average income 407
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Fig. 4. Redistribution and inequality. Ensemble mean equilib-
ria (panels a and b) and time trajectories (panels c and d)
for a population initialized in a low polarization state, from
individual-based simulations in the presence of wealth redistri-
bution (Eq. 4). We show results in the case of no underlying
economic inequality, β = 0.5 (dashed lines), as well the case
of high underlying inequality, β = 0.01 (solid lines). Results
shown here arise from a decision process that attends to group
or party identity, and sorting is fixed exogenously at χ = 1. (a)
When public goods are not multiplicative (r = 1 and θ0 = 0.5),
and redistribution is absent (α = 0) overall inequality (gray
line, measured as the relative difference in utility – see SI)
and polarization (green line) are high. With increasing rates
of redistribution, first overall inequality and then polarization
decline to zero. b) Increasing redistribution increases overall
utility towards the level achieved when underlying inequality is
absent. c) When public goods increase overall utility (r = 10
and θ0 = 5.4), redistribution (here α = 0.5) can act to mag-
nify both polarization and inequality over time, compared to a
fixed environment without feedback via redistribution. d) Overall
inequality initially has a relatively small impact on population
mean utility in a population initialized in a low-polarization state
(black lines), but redistribution is seen to magnify the effects of
underlying inequality, with the richer group (red line) experienc-
ing a transient decline in utility as polarization evolves before
returning to a value close to maximum, while the poorer group
(blue line) suffer an irreversible decline towards utility close to
zero. Plots show ensemble mean values across 104 replicate
simulations, for groups of 1000 individuals each. Success prob-
abilities and benefits are fixed at BI = 1, BO = 2, qI = 1.0,
qO = 0.6 with h = 10 and a = 0.02, while γ = 0. Evolution
occurs via the copying process (see methods) with selection
strength σ = 10, mutation rate µ = 10−3 and mutation size
∆ = 0.01.

remains the same, but there is no inequality (Figure 4 and408

Figure S12-S13). This is because the poorer group tends409

to experience the risk-averse environment in which failed410

interactions produce a sharp decline in utility.411

412

Recovery from polarization: For a wide range of413

parameter values the system is bistable, with both high- and414

low-polarization equilibria maintained unless the environment415

is risk-averse (see SI). Until this point we have focused on the416

conditions under which a population will evolve from a low-417

to a high-polarization state – i.e. the conditions under which418

the low-polarization equilibrium is lost. However, recovering419

low polarization once high polarization has evolved requires a420

switch from one equilibrium to another. In practice this may421

occur as the result of an environmental shock (see SI) or as a422

result of coordinated action in which a sufficient number of423

individuals simultaneously adopt a low-polarization strategy424

to move the population to a state that is then attracted to425

a low-polarization equilibrium. The threshold frequency of426

individuals required to achieve this transitions is determined427

by the size of basin of attraction for the high-polarization428

equilibrium.429

We calculated the frequency required for escape – the430

proportion of the population that must simultaneously adopt431

a low-polarization behavior to escape the high-polarization432

equilibrium (Figure 5) as a function of the baseline economic433

environment (θ0) and the degree of sorting (χ). We find that,434

for many environments, escape is easiest following an economic435

shock (i.e. a poor environment) in which the population436

becomes risk-tolerant. However, we also find that, once the437

economic environment is sufficiently advantageous, such that438

risk aversion is lessened, escape from polarization is feasible,439

especially if the degree of sorting is also low. Thus, addressing 440

polarization, absent an economic catastrophe, requires first 441

improving the economic environment, minimizing sorting, and 442

then engaging in sufficient coordinated action for a subset of 443

the population to adopt low-polarization behavior, followed by 444

the spread of low-polarization behavior by social contagion. 445

446

447

Discussion 448

Our model provides a framework for connecting the effects 449

of inter-group animus, economic adversity and mass political 450

polarization through the lens of cultural evolution (38, 39). 451

We focus on polarization expressed through loss of positive 452

social interactions with members of an out-party (10, 11), and 453

sorting of identity groups along party lines (7–9). We show that 454

attending to party identity when deciding who to interact with 455

is sufficient to translate inter-group polarization stimulated by 456

adverse economic conditions into political polarization between 457

members of opposing parties (Figure 2). We further show 458

that if party identity is able to evolve alongside behavioral 459

strategies, this can also lead to sorting of identity groups along 460

party lines (Figure 3). We then show that feedback between 461

individuals’ economic interactions and the overall economic 462

environment can lead to increased polarization and amplify 463

the effects of underlying inequality between groups (Figure 4). 464

These effects are magnified when identity groups are sorted 465

along party lines, but can be mitigated or prevented entirely 466

if redistribution of wealth via public goods is put in place to 467

combat inequality (Figure 4-5). 468

In performing simulations on redistribution (Figure 4) we 469
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Fig. 5. Recovering from polarization. We numerically calculated the
size of the basin of attraction for the high-polarization state, which deter-
mines the escape frequency – that is, the proportion of the population
that must simultaneously adopt a low-polarization behavior to escape the
high-polarization equilibrium. We show the escape frequency as a func-
tion of the baseline environment, θ0 and the (fixed) degree of sorting, χ.
For intermediate values of theta, risk aversion means that it becomes in-
creasingly difficult to reverse polarization (higher escape frequency, darker
colors). However when the environment is very bad, and risk tolerance
dominates, or if the environment is very good, it becomes possible to re-
verse polarization through the coordinated behavior of small frequency of
low-polarization individuals. When the environment is good and sorting is
low, polarization is easiest to reverse without entering a highly deleterious
environment. Other parameters are set to BI = 1, BO = 2, qI = 1.0,
qO = 0.6 with h = 10 and a = 0.02, while γ = 0, β = 0.5, θ0 = 0.5 and
r = 1 unless otherwise stated.

used fixed levels of sorting, on the basis that changes to party470

identity can be assumed slow compared to changes in inter-471

action strategy. However if the evolution of sorting occurs472

rapidly, situations may arise in which members of different473

parties experience divergent selection pressures, raising the474

possibility that different levels of polarization may arise in475

some subsets of the population and not others. We find (Figure476

S11) that when a population is made up of one large and many477

small identity groups, the dynamics of sorting tend to make478

the large group form one homogeneous party, and the smaller479

groups bands together to form a more diverse party, with480

both parties exhibiting high levels polarization – a situation481

reminiscent of the major US political parties today. Exploring482

how effects such as these interact with inequality is a natural483

direction for future work.484

In our model we specify a mechanism, based on pairwise485

economic interactions, such as trade, employment decisions,486

and social cooperation, that leads to the risk aversion that487

drives polarization. The risk aversion we describe depends on488

the rapid decline in utility (Eq. 2), which may reflect either489

perceived or actual loss of income. Although one might expect,490

on the basis of our model, that richer groups should be less491

polarized and more heterogeneous in their interactions, we find492

here (Figure 4) and in previous work (20) that polarization493

rapidly spreads to the whole population, including to risk-494

tolerant individuals, once it takes hold among a risk-averse495

subset.496

Empirical trends of racial and affective polarization and497

sorting are consistent with our model (Figure 3), but the498

drivers of increased party salience are complex. We find (Figure499

S5) that an increase in the salience of party identity can be 500

beneficial under some circumstances, however it is important 501

to note that such changes are likely driven by other factors as 502

well. For example social desirability bias can lead to reduced 503

racial polarization (40) while allowing inter-party animus to 504

remain high. In addition, there is evidence (41) that increased 505

affective polarization is partly driven by exogenous factors such 506

as media environment and lack of contact opportunity with 507

out-group members resulting in induced homophiliy (42). The 508

interaction between such structural forces and the dynamics of 509

cultural evolution described is an a important topic for future 510

research. 511

Our work focuses on affective polarization and sorting with 512

respect to identity groups among the electorate. However 513

attempts to prevent and reverse polarization must also take 514

account of the mechanisms that enable elite (43, 44) and 515

ideological polarization (44, 45), and must account for the role 516

of factors such as geography (46) and population and social 517

network structure (47–49) in producing mass polarization, in 518

addition to the inter-group and economic factors studied here. 519

We must also remain alert to the circumstances under which 520

polarization can provide benefits (50, 51) (e.g. Figure S12 in 521

which increased sorting can increase polarization but reduce 522

inequality). 523

The impact of underlying inequality on the evolution of 524

polarization, and the amplification of the effects of inequality 525

via economic feedback, illustrate the need to think carefully 526

about mass political polarization in the context of inter-group 527

conflict and the economic environment (2, 35). This is par- 528

ticularly true when assessing ways to prevent or reverse mass 529

polarization. The success of redistribution at stemming the 530

tide of polarization in our model is striking, and it suggests a 531

possible path for preventing such attitudes from taking hold 532

in future. We emphasize though that this strategy is only 533

possible if implemented in a population that is not already 534

polarized, in an environment that supports low polarization. 535

Once polarization sets in, it typically remains stable under 536

individual-level evolutionary dynamics, even when the eco- 537

nomic environment improves or inequality is reversed. The 538

only remedy for reversing a polarized state, under our analysis, 539

requires either a shock (Figure S14) or a sufficiently good eco- 540

nomic environment coupled with collective action by a portion 541

of the population who change strategies simultaneously. 542

Materials and Methods 543

In this section we describe the decision process, the calculation 544

of utility and selection gradient, and the copying process used 545

in simulations. Further analysis of the model can be found in the SI. 546

547

Measure of inequality: Throughout we adopt a simple 548

measure of inequality: the difference in relative utility between the 549

two groups i.e. wHIGH−wLOW
wHIGH +wLOW

where wHIGH is the average utility 550

of the richer group and wLOW the utility of the poorer group 551

552

Decision process: Table 1 gives the probability for a fo- 553

cal player i choosing to interact with a given player j based on the 554

identity of j and the decision process adopted by i. In order to 555

calculate the utility of i given a decision process, we must calculate 556

the probability distribution for the next interaction i participates 557

in, conditional on an interaction occurring. That is, we must weight 558

the probability of interactions given in Table 1 by the number of 559

individuals in each group, and normalize the distribution. This 560

corresponds to a process in which the focal player randomly draws 561

an individual from the population and then decides to pursue an 562
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interaction with that individual based on the probabilities given in563

Table 1. These normalized distributions are given below for the564

decision process that takes account of only party identity, and for565

the decision process that takes account group or party identity.566

Note that if the decision process takes account of group identity567

only, no normalization is required, since the degree of sorting does568

not impact the probability of interaction.569

570

Only party identity: Under this decision process the571

probability of an individual i belonging to group 1 and party 1572

choosing to interact with an individual with identity kl is πkl(x)573

where k indexes the group identity I or O and l indexes the party574

identity and x is the frequency of individuals from group 1 in party575

1 (and, by symmetry, the number of individuals from group 2 in576

party 2). We then have577

πII(x) =
pix

pix+ (1− pi)(1− x) + pi(1− x) + (1− pi)x
578

πIO(x) =
(1− pi)(1− x)

pix+ (1− pi)(1− x) + pi(1− x) + (1− pi)x
579

πOI(x) =
pi(1− x)

pix+ (1− pi)(1− x) + pi(1− x) + (1− pi)x
580

πOO(x) =
(1− pi)x

pix+ (1− pi)(1− x) + pi(1− x) + (1− pi)x
581

[5]582

583

where x is the proportion of identity group k that also belong to584

party k.585

586

Party OR Group Identity: Under this decision process587

the probability of an individual i who belongs to group 1 and party588

1, choosing to interact with an individual with identity kl is φkl(x).589

We then have590

φII(x) =
(2pi − p2

i )x
(2pi − p2

i )x+ 2(pi + (1− pi)2)(1− x) + (1− p2
i )x

591

φIO(x) =
(pi + (1− pi)2)(1− x)

(2pi − p2
i )x+ 2(pi + (1− pi)2)(1− x) + (1− p2

i )x
592

φOI(x) =
(pi + (1− pi)2)(1− x)

(2pi − p2
i )x+ 2(pi + (1− pi)2)(1− x) + (1− p2

i )x
593

φOO(x) =
(1− p2

i )x
(2pi − p2

i )x+ 2(pi + (1− pi)2)(1− x) + (1− p2
i )x

594

[6]595

596

This decision strategy reflects a situation in which an individual597

sees someone as a member of their in-group if they share either the598

same group or the same party identity, and weights both of those599

dimensions of identity equally. We explore an AND type decision600

process in the SI.601

602

Expected utility: In order to explore the evolutionary dy-603

namics of polarization, we calculate the expected utility of a mutant604

strategy pi, which deviates by a small amount from the resident605

strategy p employed by the rest of the population. Using Eq. 5 and606

Eq. 6 above we can now write down the expected fitness for such a607

mutant under a given decision process. When players only attend608

to party identity the utility of such a mutant is609

wi(x) = [πII(x) + πIO(x)(1− p)]qIF (BI + θ) +610

[(πII(x) + πIO(x))(1− qI) + πIO(x)pqI ]F (θ) +611

[πOI(x) + πOO(x)(1− p)]qOF (BO + θ) +612

[(πOI(x) + πOO(x))(1− qO) + πOO(x)pqO]F (θ)613

[7]614

615

whereas the utility of a mutant when players attend to party or616

group is617

wi(x) = [φII(x) + φIO(x)(1− p)]qIF (BI + θ) + 618

[(φII(x) + φIO(x))(1− qI) + φIO(x)pqI ]F (θ) = 619

[φOI(x)(1− p) + φOO(x)(1− p2)]qOF (BO + θ) = 620

[(φOI(x) + φOO(x))(1− qO) + (φOI(x)p+ φOO(x)p2)qO]F (θ) 621

[8] 622

623

Selection gradient: We can now calculate the average selection 624

gradient (52, 53) experienced by the mutant pi, which is given by 625

sp =
∂[xwi(x)]

∂pi

∣∣∣∣
pi=p

+
∂[(1− x)wi(1− x)]

∂pi

∣∣∣∣
pi=p

[9] 626

627

When the selection gradient is positive the mutant has an advantage 628

over the resident strategy on average. Note however that when 629

0 < |χ| < 1 different individuals experience different effects from 630

the same mutation. This issue is discussed in more detail in the SI. 631

We can also calculate the effect of a small change to the degree 632

of sorting in the population by calculating the gradient 633

sx =
∂[xwi(x)]

∂x
+
∂[(1− x)wi(1− x)]

∂x
[10] 634

635

When sx is positive, the average effect of an increase in sorting is 636

to increase the average utility of the population. It is Eqs. 5-10 637

that are used to produce Figures 2-3 (see also SI). 638

639

Evolutionary simulations: In order to simulate the evo- 640

lutionary dynamics of this system we consider a population evolving 641

under a “copying process” (54) in which individuals are able to 642

observe the utility of other individuals and compare it to their own. 643

The dynamics of the model are as follows: An individual i is chosen 644

at random from a population of fixed size N . A second individual j 645

is then chosen at random for her to “observe”. If i has utility wi 646

and j has utility wj then i chooses to copy the strategy of j with 647

probability 1/(1 + exp[σ(wj − wi)]), where σ scales the “strength 648

of selection” of the evolutionary process. Note that if wj � wi the 649

probability of i copying the behavior of j is close to 1, whereas if 650

wj � wi the probability is close to 0. 651

Individual based simulations used to produce Figures 4-5 were 652

performed under the copying process using populations composed 653

of two identity groups of size N = 1000 individuals, with sorting 654

of groups among parties fixed. Mean trajectories were determined 655

from an ensemble of 104 sample paths. Simulations were run for 656

100N − 200N copying events to find equilibria. Mutations were 657

assumed to occur at a rate 1/N per copying event, with the target of 658

the mutation chosen randomly from the population. Mutations were 659

assumed to be local such that the target of the mutation had their 660

strategy perturbed by ∆ = ±0.01 with mutations that increase and 661

decrease p equally likely, and we impose the appropriate boundary 662

conditions to ensure strategies were physical. 663
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